
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...we are talking seriously wet and seriously cold.  This is not nice. 

Plenty has happened since last time I wrote.  I’ve been to California for the SDI conference and then a short break in Las Vegas.  
Combine that with a side trip to London and you’ve got a lot of travelling and a lot of jet lag.  Had some great meals in Vegas.  I 
wrote loads of reviews on Trip Advisor and outstanding was the Bachi Burger restaurant and the Road Kill Grill.   

Broke the habit of a lifetime and flew on British Airways.  The return flight from London was delayed 3 hours.  They’re the only 
people who fly direct to London from Cape Town all year round so their monopoly means older planes with worse In Flight 
Entertainment.  The films were ancient so I just watch vids on my tablet and listened to podcasts in the Ipod.  Plenty of others 
were doing the same and that looks the way forward.  One couple even brought their own food.  Who needs airlines to give you 
duff food and films when you can bring your own. 

Memorable for this trip was the weather.  We stopped off at Baker on our way to Vegas and the temperature was 46degrees C.  
This is the hottest I’ve ever experienced and it was over 40 almost every day of our trip.  Even London was warm but Cape 
Town is cold and wet…record breakingly cold and wet. 

Enjoyed reading some new books while away and I can recommend three:  Peter Nixon’s “Dialogue Gap”, Jim Collins’ “Good to 
Great” and “Leadership and Self Deception” by The Arbinger Institute.  I discovered these at the SDI conference which renewed 
my plans for growing our network in South Africa and I’ll be writing to SDI colleagues on this subject next week. 

Managed a stack of shopping and I’ll catalogue the tech stuff below. 

I’ve missed my poker and sport while away and can now resume both of these back in Cape Town. 

We’ve finally got the website back in a provisional format.  Have a look at www.negotiationupdate.com.  There’s still plenty of 
work to do there but it’s a start and the security has been beefed up so no more hacking, I hope.  We’ll have all the newseletters 
there right back over 10 years if you want to dig them out of the archives. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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1st September 2013 

Shop till you drop: 

Nexus 7 tablet with OTG cable and a 64 gig memory key.  I love it already. 

1TB hybrid internal hard drive upgrade for the laptop…to be installed on Monday. 

2TB USB portable hard drive for back ups. 

Plunger coffee mug…your own cafetiere/mug all in one. 

Macy’s and LL Bean clothes upgrade and cheap, cheap Levis. 

 

NEW YORK (AP) — A former chairman of the Metropolitan Transit Authority and New York City mayoral hopeful 

says he wouldn't have stopped the subway because two lost kittens were scrambling along the tracks. 

A spokesman for Joe Lhota (LOH'-tuh) tells the New York Post (http://bit.ly/1965AnP ) Friday the candidate doesn't 

think shutting down subway service for lost cats is appropriate. But he said Lhota believes it wouldn't be the 

mayor's decision in any case. 

On Thursday, the MTA cut power on two Brooklyn subway lines for more than an hour as the two pets scurried 

around the tracks. The furry felines were finally rescued about seven hours later. 

Officials say kittens Arthur and August are being treated in a shelter. 

Other mayoral hopefuls tell the paper they would've stopped the trains. 
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LL Bean 

I’ve been a customer of LL Bean for over 20 years.  Some of the clothing I bought more than 10 
years ago I’m still happily wearing. 
 
In these years they’ve stuffed up an order twice and each time they’ve got it wrong they put it 
gloriously right in short order with no fuss and very much to our financial advantage. 
 
This second time happened last week.  We ordered some clothing in the US and it didn’t arrive in 
time before we left.  “Don’t worry about that package.  We’ll get it back from the hotel. Where 
would you like it re-delivered to the UK at our expense and we’ll pay the import duty,” were their 
words and true to the promise 72 hours later it turned up in London cheaper than the original 
order because of a “sale” price. 
 
I’m a fan of Amazon online because of their excellent customer service.  LL Bean are right up at 
the top of that league either online or via their catalogue. 
 
Nobody expects a company to be perfect but how you put mistakes right tells you everything you 
need to know about how companies view their customers. 
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Rates and Indices 

I was discussing deal variables this week with an online group in Brisbane and the subject came 
up of exchange rates and it was discovered that a great deal of money could be saved by 
ensuring that the exchange rate for the currencies involved was fair to both sides. 
 
When the other party in a deal suggests a rate of exchange from a particular source or an index 
from another source be careful that these sources are in fact fair and equitable for this particular 
deal and for both parties in the deal.  Then…and only then…do you progress. 
 
It’s very easy for the other party to choose a financial rate that they know suits their purpose and 
not yours.  If you haven’t done your due diligence then you’ll not know this and assume that all 
rates of exchange must be the same. 
 
The same goes for indexation.  If a deal is indexed for inflation or currency movement you must 
choose the right index because the compounding effect if it goes against you can be very 
punishing over the duration of a long contract. 
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